The company Ostravské komunikace, a.s., operative administrator of utility corridor Centrum agrees with the planned, above-mentioned construction in the proximity of the central entrance into the utility corridor Centrum under the conditions stated in your application from 9.12.2016, paragraphs 1-5.

This application, including layout drawing and section view, is attached to this decision.

Annex: Application for obtaining the opinion, layout drawing and section view

[Signature illegible]

This is the statement of the administrator of bridges and utility corridors, which are the property of the statutory city Ostrava. This statement does not replace the statements of other administrators of our company.

[Stamp]  
[Signature illegible]  
Ing Milopš Novák  
Vice-Chair of the Board of Directors
Residential house Kostelní – Biskupská, Moravská Ostrava

Application for the opinion concerning a possibility to carry out a construction in the proximity of the utility corridor

Based on the meeting held on 7.12.2016 in relation to the possibility of new construction development in the proximity of the entrance building of the utility corridor on plots of land no. 28, 39, 40/1, 40/2, 40/3 in the cadastral area Moravská Ostravy I hereby apply for your opinion.

In the annex – the layout drawing and schematic section view, I am providing the information about the boundaries of the planned new building:

1. Horizontal distance of the base constructions (incl. piles) of the newly proposed object from the pile wall of the entrance object will be at least 1.0 m.
2. The horizontal distance between the piles of the newly proposed object and vertical outer walls of the utility corridor will be at least 1.0 m.
3. The vertical distance between the attic of the aboveground part of the entrance object and the lowest part of the newly proposed object (bridging) above this entrance object will be at least 1.5 m.
4. In the street façade of the newly proposed object, there will be constructed a gate with the dimensions at each side at least by 1.0 m larger than the existing door of the entrance objects, i.e. at least 1.0 m higher and 2.0 m wider than the existing door.
5. Between the existing utility corridor entrance object and the kerb of Biskupská street, there will be constructed a parking bay with 2 reserved parking places for cars of the corridor administrator or alternatively, these two parking lots will be created in the yard and there will be a possibility to access these parking places through the newly proposed object.

Thank you in advance

Yours faithfully

Ing. Jan Havlíček

[Signature illegible]

Na Františkově 12
Ostrava – Slezská Ostrava
Tel: +420 602 834 972
Jan.havlicek@volny.zc

Annexes:
- Layout drawing
- Section view
RESIDENTIAL HOUSE KOSTENÍ – BISKUPSKÁ
C.A.MORAVSKÁ OSTRAVA, PLOT NO. 28, 39, 40/1, 40/2, 40/3
RESIDENTIAL HOUSE KOSTENÍ – BISKUPSKÁ

C.A.MORAVSKÁ OSTRAVA, PLOT NO. 28, 39, 40/1, 40/2, 40/3